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Tornado Season: Test Your Knowledge

Spring is welcome after a cold, snow-packed winter. Yet, it also signals the unwelcome arrival of tornado season. 

March and April are the most active months for much of the country, but tornadoes can strike anywhere, anytime.

ARE YOU READY? TEST YOUR TORNADO KNOWLEDGE BY TAKING OUR QUIZ.

1. TRUE OR FALSE: You can see a tornado approaching.

Answer: Dark skies and heavy rains may prevent you from seeing an oncoming tornado, so the answer is false. 
However, a roaring, train-like sound or the noise of debris impacting other objects may be a telltale sign.

2. TRUE OR FALSE: Opening your home?s windows as a tornado approaches will equalize the pressure in your 
house and lessen potential damage.
Answer: This is false. Not only will doing this not prevent damage, but you also 

could be injured if a window is shattered by the wind as you are trying to open it. 
Don?t waste precious time. Take cover instead.

3. TRUE OR FALSE: Most tornadoes occur between 4:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Answer: According to the NOAA National Severe Storms Laboratory1, this is 
true. However, tornadoes can strike anytime day or night, so be prepared.

4. TRUE OR FALSE: It is not safe to take cover under an overpass or bridge if a 
tornado is approaching while you are driving.

Answer: The structure may fail, wind speed can actually increase in the 
narrowed space and you will have little or no protection from flying debris, so this is true. It is not safe. If you 
cannot find a solid shelter, options include staying in your car with the seat belt fastened and your head below 

the windows, or finding a spot noticeably lower than the road, such as a ditch, and taking cover there.

5. TRUE OR FALSE: The safest place to take shelter in your basement is in the southwest corner.

Answer: While many storms travel from southwest to northeast, theoretically blowing debris away from you if 
you are in the southwest corner, in reality, tornadoes can come from any direction. So, this is false. Instead, take 
shelter under a sturdy table or workbench, or under a structural support such as an I-beam. If you don?t have a 

basement, take shelter on the lowest level of your home, in an interior room. Always stay away from windows.

6. TRUE OR FALSE: If you live by a large lake, you are protected because cold lake water will prevent the 

formation of a tornado.
Answer: The National Weather Service2 says this is false. The energy of the thunderstorm powering the 
tornado can overcome a lake?s stable environment.
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7. TRUE OR FALSE: If you live in a big city, you don?t need to worry about tornadoes because these storms don?t 
impact metropolitan areas.

Answer: According to weather expert Dr. J. Marshall Shepherd3, this is false. Large cities are hit less frequently 
by tornadoes simply because urban areas are relatively small targets compared with rural areas across the U.S.

To learn how Hylant can help protect you, your family and your property from life's storms, click here. 

The above information does not constitute advice. Always contact your insurance broker or trusted advisor for 
insurance-related questions.

Sources

1The National Severe Storms Laboratory
https:// www.nssl.noaa.gov/education/ svrwx101/ tornadoes/

2National Weather Service
https:// www.weather.gov/ mkx/ taw-tornado_myths

3Forbes
https:// www.forbes.com/sites/ marshallshepherd/ 2018/ 04/ 17/ the-science-of-why-tornadoes-miss-cities-or-do-they/ ?sh=146268c2321c 
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https://www.nssl.noaa.gov/education/svrwx101/tornadoes/
https://www.weather.gov/mkx/taw-tornado_myths
https://www.forbes.com/sites/marshallshepherd/2018/04/17/the-science-of-why-tornadoes-miss-cities-or-do-they/?sh=146268c2321c 
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